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Introduction  

  

Though enameling stretches far back into our collective history, only a few times in history did it truly stand 

out as an art form. One such time was during the early and middle periods of Saxon England, where they 

made heavy use of the technique. With the Romans retreat from the island, enameling techniques 

replaced the gem inlay more common in earlier periods. This document looks at the various knowledge 

and technology the Saxon peoples used to accomplish their art, as well look at taking a look at some of 

the design motifs which make the Saxon art unique.  

  

Methods and Tools  

  

The Wire:  

  

There are a number of methods for creating wire in SCA period. It is commonly known that wire can be 

reliably made with Drawplates. These plates contained a series of decreasing gauged holes which the 

metal was drawn through. The wire was drawn through the series until the desired gauge wire was 

produced. The creation of a Draw Plate would have required a degree of metallurgical sophistication to be 

able to precisely bore into hard metal fine enough holes to draw soft wire through making the wire.   

  

Theophilus’ descriptions of wire drawing are described as 

being a little used technique. A few examples of its use 

have been found in ancient Greece and the Mastermyr 

Find from the 800’s. This information comes from his the 

De Diversis Artibus, ca. 1125, which places it 

approximately 235 years after the Alfred Jewel creation 

and about 60 years after the fall of the Saxons at the battle 

of Hastings. Though research is limited, what can be 

theorized would suggest that Saxon wire was made using 

BlockTwisting or StripDrawing techniques.  

  

BlockTwisting is a method in which strips of metal were 

twisted and then hammered into a rounded groove that 

was carved between two flat plates. One of the benefits of 

this method was the ability to create patterns on the wire 

as the wire was pressed into the plates, such as beading 

seen in the image to the right.  

  

The StripDrawing method utilized thin cuts of metal which 

were drawn through a hole, which folded the metal in and 

over itself to produce the wire. The StripDraw technique 

can make reasonably small gauged wire and has an 

advantage over the DrawPlate in that the plate can be 

created with a plate made from softer materials, such as 

stone, bone, or even wood. One downside to this method 

was that the wire had a tendency to unravel if hammered. Without the ability to flatten the wire, the 

Saxons were unable to attain the same level of detail in their cloisonné pieces as those seen in the 

Byzantine Empire. As seen in Example A, the advanced technique of Strip Draw method that the Byzantines 



used, allowed for the incredible detail (left photo) in their religious figure portraits as compared to the Saxon 

pieces, such as the Alfred Jewel (right photo). 

 

Example A: 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Glass:   

  

The Saxons used both opaque and transparent enamels. Notes from the Sutton Hoo hoard include 

opaque colors of red, blue  both dark and pale, white, yellow, dark green, light olive green, and one 

reference to purple. They also used transparent glass in the colors of blue and green. Some transparent 

red was seen within the millefiori work. The sources for this glass came mostly from recycled sources.  

After the fall of the Roman Empire, the Saxon were left to their own devices and where only able to 

produce clear, brown, and green glass. Millefiori was found in stick form at Sutton Hoo and implanted into 

the surface glass on a number of pieces.   

  

Glass was prepared for enameling by putting it into water, grinding, then filtering it through linen. This 

ground glass was then allowed to dry. When the artist was ready to use the glass, it was once again 

mixed with water into a pastelike consistency. This method, the WetPack method, allowed the artist to 

place the glass precisely into the small closions. Once dry, the piece would be fired and cooled. This 

process would then be repeated, adding as many layers of glass as necessary to bring the glass up to the 

desired thickness.   

    

The Firing:   

  

Most of what we know of the processes comes from Theophilus and his book the De Diversis Artibus. His 
writings come from ca. 1125, a parallel time frame to many Byzantine works. Reading through the excerpt 
below, one may surmise that these techniques were likely how enameled pieces were created though out 
history.  

  

...place this piece upon a thin iron, which may have a short handle, and cover it with another iron 

which is hollow like a cup, and let it be perforated finely all over…  

…arrange the coal round and above it everywhere, and taking the bellows,…, will blow on every 

side until the coals glow equally.   

Saint George, an example of Byzantine  
wire techniques 

 

Alfred Jewel, late 9th Century. An 
example of Saxon wire techniques 



You have also a wing of goose, or other large bird, with is extended and tied to wood, with which 

you will wave and fan strongly all over it, until you perceive between the coals that the holes of the 

iron quite glow inside and thus you will cease to fan.  

Waiting then about half an hour you uncover by degrees until you remove all the coals, and you will 

again wait until the holes of the iron grow black inside, and so raising the iron by the handle, you 

place it, covered as it is in the furnace, behind, in a corner until it has become quite cold.  

  

In short, place item into a pan and cover with lid that has holes in it, bake till done. The purpose of the 

holes is unclear, as melting glass does not release any gases that would build up and cause an issue.  

  

The Motifs: 

  

Though the Saxon people were early converts to the Christian religion, their designs were heavily 

influenced by pagan art tradition. Though nearly all examples make heavy use of geometric patterning, 

such as concentric circle, hearts, and steps, nearly as many have examples of animals and human faces 

intersperse. Often the animal images were hidden within larger geometric patterns.  

  

 
                                                               Sutton Hoo Horde, early 7th century 

  

 

For more information on various pieces of Saxon enameling, please follow the folder:  

Saxon Enamel on Pinterest (http://www.pinterest.com/karenchilds/saxon-enamel/) 
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